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This essential text and practitioner guide is exclusive in its emphasis on fostering academic
learning along with life skills. In-depth chapters cover reading, mathematics, technology, and
social studies, and also health care needs, communication and sociable skills, everyday living,
and job skills. The text is a modern follow-up to Diane M. Browder's broadly adopted
Curriculum and Assessment for Students with Moderate and Serious Disabilities. The expert
authors present research-based best practices for assessing each student's wants and
crafting individualized education plans that create a strong foundation for life locally. User-
friendly features consist of engaging vignettes, sample lesson programs, and reproducible
checklists and forms.
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Five Stars Exactly what the title suggests. I would recommend this publication to anyone
who's considering studying Particular . Clarified many subjects which have been covered in
various other classes, but much more detail. Bought this book twice to improve the authors'
pocketbooks. Five Stars Very helpful reading Very informative Extremely informative textbook,
but simply because this is a textbook this is a bit dried out reading. I go to UNC Charlotte and
both of the professors who wrote the book made it required reading for his or her class. Good
book Very informative.. One class is systematic instruction and the various other one had
something to do with curriculum. I would recommend this book to anyone who is considering
studying Particular Education, in the area of Average to Severe. I still have it!. The publication
loses one star for the facetiousness of pushing your own publication as required reading.
Good special education publication. Would definitely encourage anyone who's working with
students with excellent needs to purchase this book. I actually still have it and will use it when
I look for a teaching placement..er, gain knowledge from I've had to buy this book twice. I will
keep this reserve as a reference for potential use!. The book is okay. I didn't learn an excessive
amount of since I have been teaching EC for years and I've a Master's in Disability Guidance
and Advocacy. I was irritated I acquired to get it twice for just two fairly different course
structures. It is extremely helpful! The information would be helpful to somebody new to this
field and in my first class we in fact used the text. Five Stars Great book.
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